Instead of using the phaseVar argument to specify a variable that indicates each measurement moments' phase, it is also possible to specify manually at which moment the intervention too place. To do this, use argument baselineMeasurements to specify how many baseline measurements there are. For example, we could 'pretend' that the intervention only started after five measurements (instead of after three measurements): 
Generalized Logistic Analysis
The generalized logistic analysis is conducted by using the function genlog . The arguments have the same name as in function piecewiseRegr , that is, timeVar , yVar , and phaseVar , and it is again possible to use baselineMeasurements to manually specify when the intervention took place. 
Deciding on constraints and initial values
The optimization algorithm used to fit the logistic function is quite sensitive to starting values and constraints. Therefore, visualising the data can be helpful when thinking about which values to use. The function ggGenLogPlot can facilitate this process. It can simply be called with the exact same arguments as the genlog function to plot the data as well as the 'valid regions' determined by the specified constraints and the initial value. To see the exact values, the function genlogCompleteStartValues can be used:
The row with the starting values shows the initial values (and uses the names as in the generalized logistic function), and the lowerBounds and upperBounds rows show the constraints for each parameter.
Final thoughts and customization
A datafile used for piecewiseRegr and/or genlog should at the minimum contain two columns: one containing the measurements of the dependent variable, and one containing the measurement moments. This last column can either contain the dates of the measurements or an index ('rank') of the dates. If the measurement moments were roughly equally spaced over time, it doesn't matter much which is used; if the interval between consecutive measurement moments is varied, it is better to specify the exact dates.
It is possible to easily store the produced plot to a file. To do this, provide a path and filename to argument outputFile . The size of the exported figure can be specified in outputWidth and outputHeight , and parameters to tweak the export can be specified in ggsaveParams .
For piecewiseRegr , the colors used to draw the plot can be changed by providing a colors parameter, which must be a list containing five values specifying the desired colors for the regression pre intervention, post intervention, the diff erence between the two phases, the intervention , and the points .
For genlog , the colors used to draw the plot can be changed by providing a colors parameter, which must be a list containing five values specifying the desired colors for the upper and lower bounds , the sigmoid curve , the vertical line showing where the change is maximal ( mid ), the vertical line showing then the intervention started, and the points . The visibility can be specified using the alpha parameter, another list (the alpha channel specifies the transparency, or rather, opaqueness, of an object).
For both functions, further customization is possible by specifying the ggplot2 theme to use and the pointSize and lineSize . The genlog function has an additional parameter curveMultiplier , used to multiply the size of the sigmoid curve compared to the other lines.
To use different starting values and bounds when estimating the sigmoid, manually specify values for the yRange , startX , startBase , startTop , startGrowthRate , and startV to set the starting values, and changeInitiationBounds , growthRateBounds , baseBounds , topBounds , and vBounds to set the bounds. Instead of specifying baseBounds and topBounds , it's also possible to use baseMargin and topMargin to specify margins that will then be combined with the range of the dependent variable to set the constraints. ## Warning in genlog(data = randomData, timeVar = "measurement", yVar = ## currentVar, : The fit of the generalized logistic function is *worse* than ## simply estimating the grand mean as best prediction for all observations
